MORE THAN 120 PLAYERS AT THE GILBERT DELORME CUP!

A record total of 121 players, including 48 on Coleco were present at this other beautiful edition
of the Gilbert Delorme Cup. The tournament did us the honor of in addition to the presence of
Gilbert, the mascot Youppi was present and that made both young and old alike very happy.
The tournament was marked by the exceptional return of a super veteran and one of the best
players in the history of table hockey in North America, none other than Danny Leclerc! He was
a little rusty, but he still took 13th place. Note two other returns, those of Francois Coté and John
Fayolle.

The presence of 48 players including nearly 25 high level players led to the early disappearance
of some top 16 regulars. Michael Brossard, Jean Marc Dilbert, Martin Douville, Maurice Viau
were relegated down to the 2nd division. In this division, it is your servant who after a frightful

first round, slightly awakened to dominate the playoff round with 12v and 2d, he beat the
combative Michael in the B final, while Maurice beat Jean-Marc for the last step of the podium.

In the big section, we highlight the performance of Benoit Viau and Sergio Angelillo. Benoit
finished 6th in the pool, he narrowly defeated the solid Gabriel Saad said the Pharaoh to the limit
of 5 matches. Benoit "Snepts" Viau then almost caused a huge commotion, he pushed André
Marc-André Pigeon to the limit, André won in 5. Finally, Benoit finished 7th. Sergio "Philly"
Angellilo won his first round against Josh Kloosterman before delivering a nice fight against
King Carlo Bossio in the 1/4 final. He concluded his tournament by beating Benoit and Eric
Larochelle to finish 5th ahead of Eric.

In the other series, Thierri Douville after an ordinary preliminary round ended up playing against
King Carlo, he won the first match, then led 3-1 in the 3 rd game, he fought a very good fight, but
in the end was eliminated and finished a the disappointing 15th place. The round of 9-16 having
been deleted at this tournament saw Francois Coté in 1/8 final hitting the experienced Eric
Larochelle and loosing, he finished 12th. Same for Dany Leclerc who lost in 3 games against
Angelo. The latter then beat Eric in the 1/4.

The top 4 was without any surprises, composed of Carlo, Pat, Angelo and André. Carlo again
beat Pat in 4 but with difficulty winning two matches in OT. André completed the podium by
beating Angelo.
Finally the amateur section including several youngsters saw the victory of Augustine
Champagne against Zacary Coté, while Pierre wins the bronze in front of Jean-Alexandre StGelais, for this youngster this is his best tournament of his career. In the round robin, young
Daphne Imbeau and her father Eric Imbeau dominated with 10-4-1 records, but they ran out of
gas in the playoff series.

Here are some photos of the tournament, next appointment September or October 2019!

Semi Finals Action

Various division kid winners

Packed room of players

Lots of fun

Story : Martin Douville
Pictures : Daphné Imbeau et Carlo Bossio

DETROIT TOURNAMENT
Not many players, but an interesting format with 18 games in the first round, as well as many
good players and others that we never see in our regular tournament circuit.
Unfortunately a bad first round ensured that I and Thierri were in 1/4 final. Thierri won by the
skin of his teeth in 5 matches. He then found himself in the semi-final against Michel while Lou
and Dave battled in the other semi-final ... Dave won this series while the two players of the

LHTR indulged in a duel that Michel finally won, vindicating his elimination by Thierri at the
Rosemont tournament.
Thierri 4 4 1 3
Michel 5 3 3 4
(p) (p)
Thierri Douville recovered well by beating Lou Marinoff for the bronze medal in two
consecutive games 7-6 (OT) and 7-5.
In the grand finally Michel Decarie also known as the machine was on a mission, he overcame
the very tough Super Dave Kreahling (six-time Detroit Open champion) 5-2 and 2-1, then he lost
the match 3, 5-3 before winning the series with a 5-4 win in Game 4. This is a 1st career title for
Decarie.

Dave Kraehling (2) - Michel Decarie (1) - Thierri Douville (3)

BEAUTIFUL SUCCESS AT ELIO'S OPEN 3!
Nearly 50 players presented themselves at this 3rd edition of the tournament marked by a new
wind with practically all positive comments on this beautiful day, the next generation not only
hits, but pushes the door! Several new players and several alumni back after long absences, and
to top it all, King Carlo confirms a 12th consecutive season as champion.

Over 40 Participants

ELIO'S OPEN SECTION PRO AND SEMI PRO!
TOWARDS A NEW TOP 10 ....
The cream of the crop with 16 of the best Coleco players in North America were in the house in

spite of a few high-level absentees, including Marc-André Pigeon. The caliber was extremely
elevated during the preliminary round with the young Thierri Douville and Mathieu Viau
impressing. Thierri was 4th in the group beating on his passage King Carlo Bossio and tying
with Patrick Coté.. Mathieu, only 13 years old and newcomer in the top 16 finished 10th in the
pool crushing on his passage some big names of the table hockey world including the mighty
Ricky Boy Eric Larochelle by an impressive 9-4 score.
Mathieu continued his great work by eliminating in three consecutive games the super veteran
Michael Brossard. Not satisfied, he forced King Carlo Bossio to get up from his chair before
losing in 4 games, but not without stealing him a match ! It was not over for Mathieu who then
beat the living legend Lou Marinoff in overtime before finishing his tournament in 6th place. A
performance worthy of mention!
As for Thierri after his splendid preliminaries he stumbled on a Julian Marinoff in great shape.
It`s been several confrontations in series between these two long-time opponents, probably 7 or 8
over the seasons and Julian chose the right moment to enjoy a victory fully deserved in 4 games
hotly contested. Thierri, however, recovered very well and he won the B ahead of Michael
Brossard, so he finished 9th in the tournament and Michael 10th.
As for Julian he then stumbled vs Pat Coté, but won his two important ranking matches and
finished 5th, his 2nd best career result after his 2nd place at Monroe last year.
In the other series, among the highlights are Michel Decarie who saw the chance smile against
Martin Douville and he won in four games. Then Angelo Follano came close to the disaster in
his series against the fearsome Eddy from Winnipeg, he saved his skin in overtime during the 4th
match before winning in 5, he then swept Michel Decarie in 1/4 and finished on the podium after
a victory in overtime during match no 5 against Eric Larochelle.
Eddy, impressed in his 1st ever NTHL and he finished on the podium B (11em overall).
To conclude, it's no surprise that the grand finally opposed Pat the Phenomen vs King Carlo
Bossio and this time, despite a course without defeat until then, Coté could not really compete
with Bossio who won in 4 games and which confirms at the same time his stanley cup of table
hockey for the 12th consecutive season.
But what will be remembered above all in this tournament is the emergence of young hopefuls
who will soon occupy the prestigious Top 10 ranking of the NTHL.

Pat (2) – Carlo (1) – Angelo (3) Not on pic

Eddy (3) – Thierri (1) – Michael (2)

ELIO'S OPEN INTERMEDIATE SECTION.
THE RELIEF IS COMING UP!
The 15-year-old Benoit Viau won the preliminaries in the Intermediate round to win one of the
two coveted passes giving access to the PRO section, unfortunately his nervousness got the best
of him and it was not enough to beat the experienced Bruce Turner who beat him convincingly
4-1 in the suicide match, preventing him from accessing the TOP 16. Benoit then picked himself
up and he won his next three series including vs John Fayolle in 1 / 2 and in a super tight final he
beat the champion of the league of Terrebonne Michel Goupil in 4 matches. Maurice Viau who
had a terrible first round in the Pro section found himself relegated in the intermediate and he
brings back the bronze thanks to a win over John Fayolle, also from the PRO section. was
Sylvain Briand, GUY GUY GUY who finished 2nd in the C Pool and qualified for the Suicide
Match giving access s to the PRO section as he beat Nick from Winnipeg to join the
Professionals!

Michel (2) – Benoit (1) – Maurice (3)

DANNY DUKE IMPRESSED, BUT ST-GELAIS ESCAPES WITH GOLD!

Here is the report summary of the section Amateur (D) .
Danny Duke's first-ever tournament had a run to reach the big final, however, Jimmy St-Gelais
was pumped after missing the first place two weeks ago and was waiting for him as he swept him
in three matches. For Jimmy, it's over the amateur section, he will now join the ranks of the
Intermediate Division. Eric Belzile completes the podium, he defeated newcomer Vincent Viau
to bring the Bronze home.

Eric (3) – Jimmy (1) – Danny (2)

Story by :

Martin Douville

Pics by :

Martin Douville

Translated by : Carlo Bossio

ROSEMONT OPEN VII SECTION PRO

KING REMAINS THE ONLY AND UNIQUE KING!
Before arriving at the long awaited final between King and Phenomenon, here is the course of
action among the contenders.
In the quarter final Thierri Douville (8) quickly returned to earth in front of Patrick Coté. After
his victory in front of Michel Decarie, Thierri hoped to deliver a good fight to Coté, but Pat was
too fast, scoring from all angles and he easily won in three games. King Carlo had to work a little
harder to beat the tough Pharaoh Gabriel Saad in three consecutive games, but in which Gabriel
held his own. In the 3rd series Andre Marc-Andre Pigeon lost the first game to Lou Marinoff
before winning the next three ... Finally Angelo Follano beat Eric Larochelle also in three
consecutive games.
For important positions 5 to 8 positions, Larochelle beat Thierri and Gabriel then Thierri (7th)
beat Lou (8th) as Eric (5) defeated Gabriel (6) .Eric Larochelle finished 5th for the 2nd
consecutive tournament.

In the semi finals we find the classic Pigeon / Bossio and Follano / Coté ... André Boston Pigeon
crushed the King on his game in the first match, but it was then three victories for Bossio who
reached once again the final.
The other semi-final was of an exceptional quality. Follano, the assasin pic, came in with the
knife between his teeth. Pat Coté had to work like crazy to bring the series to the 5th match.
During the decisive match Follano took the lead 4-1 with a patient and methodical game but the
Phenomenon came back goal by goal to push the game in overtime. In overtime, each player had
several chances, Angelo among others had the victory on the end of his stick at least 2 times, but
the small puck refused to cross the red line. Then what was to happen happened, after a good two
minutes of overtime the Phenomenon scored to eliminate Angelo ... However, Angelo bounced
back beating André Pigeon to win the bronze.
The long-awaited grand finally could crown a new champion after 11 consecutive seasons
dominated by the indisputable King Carlo Bossio. Pat with two decisive wins in the first 3 games
and a quick lead in the 4th seemed able to dethrone him but King came back with a hard win in
game 4 and equalize the series. For the decisive game we expected a great match, but we
attended a rare bad match of Coté and Bossio easily won. An other tournament, a another title,
another victory for the best player in the world King Carlo Bossio !!

Pat (2) – Carlo (1) – Angelo (3)

ROSEMONT OPEN B (SEMI-PRO).
This section includes the losers of the first round pro, so positions 9 to 16. Here are the results of
this first round.
In this exciting round we found in the 16th rank Michel Goupil, he faced No. 2 Patrick Coté, it
is no surprise that the phenomenon won in 3 consecutive games.
The second series was oppossing the young Mathieu Viau, qualified amateur section vs King
Carlo. Unlike his usual self, King took no chance and immediately put the pedal at the metal to
get the young Mathieu in 3, the latter however, put in some fine goals and avoided the Mercy
Rule each time. The third set was between American George Slater (14) and André Marc-André
Pigeon (3). After a difficult first round, George had also won his only game of the preliminary
round against Pigeon and those who know Andre know he has long memory, so he was ruthless
vs George shutting him out imn all 3 matchs. Bob D'addario (13) offered good resistance to Eric
Larochelle (4), limiting him to 4 goals in each game, but veteran Larochelle gave almost nothing
on the defensive and he also won in 3 games. Michael Brossard after a bad start found himself
against the powerful Angelo Follano, less dashing than usual Michael offered a weak resistance
to Angelo who won in 3 matches. The first upset arrived while the young sensation Thierri
Douville surprised the solid veteran Michel Decarie in three games decided by a goal, including
two in overtime, a very good performance for Thierri. Then a newcomer in the elite Maurice
Viau (10) nearly defeated the American champion Lou Marinoff, but the old warrior came out
with the victory. Finally a very balanced series between Julian Marinoff (9) and Gabriel Saad (8)
.The Pharaoh prevailed in the controversy, arbitration was questioned by Marinoff in this super
tight series while the matches were are all decided by a goal.
In the quarter-finals B semi-pro Michel Decarie made a mouthful of Michel Goupil who had
previously enjoyed a very good tournament. Maurice Viau had to draw deep in his resources to
bring George Slater to the decisive match. .Michael Brossard also had to work hard to eliminate
Bob D'addario and finally Julian Marinoff needed extra time to eliminate the super hot Mathieu
Viau ... Mathieu won one of two medals awarded for outstanding performance.
In the semi finals, Decarie beat Brossard, while Julian came out victorious vs Maurice Viau. In
the finals, Julian Marinoff who seems to have the number of Michel Decarie won to win gold in
semi pro and 9th place overall, Michel, silver medal finishes 10th. Maurice Viau picks up a first
podium in semi pro beating Brossard for bronze and 11th rank.

Maurice (3) – Julian (1) – Michel (2)

ROSEMONT OPEN SECTION C AMATEUR
Never had we seen an amateur section of such high caliber. There were no less than 16 players
including the champion of NHLST (Terrebonne), Michel Goupil, the veteran Jean Lavallée, one
of the best players in Ontario and Stiga champion Bernie Kunzler, solid experienced players such
as Pierre Dansereau, Sylvain Briand (GUY! GUY! GUY!), Patrick Loubert, LHTR B champion
Ronald Goupil, super player Ashley Perreault and super-upcoming Mathieu Viau and his brother
Benoit Viau..These players fought a battle of all moments and Michel Goupil, Mathieu Viau as
well as Pierre Dansereau obtained their pass for the suicide match against positions 14-15-16
PRO. Goupil then defeated Jean Dilbert Marc and Mathieu Viau caused some commotion by
beating No. 9 NHTL Vinny Catania in overtime, Jean Marc was relegated to Amateur Division,
while Mathieu and Michel were in the Top 16.
In the playoff series, the most exciting series was between young Benoit Viau and Bernie
Kunzler. In the 5th and deciding match Benoit led 4-3 with less than 5 seconds on the board and
possession of the puck. That's when his inexperience him costed him a medal. He tried a play
intercepted by Bernie who tied at 4.59.08 !!! Bernie immediately scored in overtime to steal the
series. In the other 1/4 finals Guillaume Pitre offered a nice opposition to Vinny, but he lost 3-0.
Jean Marc also defeated Jean Lavallée in 3 games. Sylvain got the last ticket for the final 1/2

beating Ashley.
In the semi-finals Jean Marc had a hard time defeating Bernie while Sylvain was having trouble
at Long Island's Barclay arena (Vinny's Home 😄). Sylvain Briand, however, recovered well to
beat Bernie and bring the bronze back home. the two A relegates fought hard, Jean-Marc thought
he had the victory in his hands after winning the first two games, but patiently Vinny came back
to win the last three games and bring back a title he would have done without, him a regular in
the Top 10.

Sylvain (3) – Vinny (1) – Jean Marc (2)

ROSEMONT OPEN VII
Beginner section (D)

The beginner section consisted of 11 players, more than half of whom were young kids aged 12
to 17. The caliber was very interesting and we witnessed the coming to the scene of Eugene
Boucher, who was playing in his very first tournament, he managed to win a match. We will also
note the return of Marilou Douville who eliminating Eric Imbeau in 1/4 final 3 games to 1,
Marilou finally finished 4th after having let out a 3-0 lead vs Esteban Rodrigez who finished for
his part on the podium with a 3rd place. Another young girl Daphne Imbeau, only 12 years old,
also figured winning her first round in front of the combative Jean-Alexandre St-Gelais before
losing to the eventual winner of this section Zachary Coté . The latter made a return to the game
after leaving the Rosemont league this fall. One thought he was truly retired, but instead he
followed on the cradle intensive training under the orders of No. 2 in the World Patrick Coté said
the Phenomenon! Result the young man has swept everything, easily beating almost all on his
way. And even in the final Jimmy St-Gelais only won one match.

Jimmy (2) – Zach (1) – Esteban (3)

Story by :

Martin Douville

Translated by : Carlo Bossio

PAT COTÉ STOPS THE KING !

Mega commotion in Ste-Sophie while the super champion King Carlo Bossio lost his crown
during a tournament. After 4 intense and physical matches, the contest was tied at 2 everywhere.
However in match number 5 Bossio led by a goal with a second left. Wanting to play fair play
the King betrayed the sacred bible of table hockey by attempting a daring play late in the game,
but the great grim reaper paid him dearly for this lack of caution and Pat took the opportunity to
equalize the score and finally score in overtime to pull the impossible, beat the King in a moment
of ultimate pressure! Moreover with this victory the Phenomenon Coté is within only one victory
to dethrone the King on the whole season of the tournaments. For those who do not know most
of the participants in the child section were not born the last time the King did not win the title.
He holds 11 consecutive cups of Coleco World Championship’s. His last defeat goes back to
2007 !!

THE RELEIF ON FIRE :
In addition to this great time of table hockey, the tournament belonged in good part to the next
generation! Thierri "the husky" Douville had an outstanding first round, flirting even with 1st
place, he finally reached the 4th rank of the preliminary round beating Larochelle, Brassard,
M.Decarie and many others. In the playoffs he hardly defeated the solid veteran Julian Marinoff
in 4 games, before seeing his epic day stopped by the slickster Sam Anoussis. The latter finally
won the bronze medal by beating Andre "Boston" Pigeon 2 games to 1.Thierri finished 7 th after
the games opposing positions 5 to 8.
Another youngster out of the ordinary Maxime Neault, he swept all in first round C, Made it in
the A series. He then offered a most honorable opposition to Pat "the phenomenon" Coté, scoring
several goals and avoiding the Mercy Rule every time. Then in series B he caused a big surprise
by beating No. 7 of the NTHL Michel "machine" Decarie. His day finally stopped in 4th place B,
not without pushing Julian Marinoff to the limite.

Winners ‘’B’’ Group (3) Julian (1) Vinny (2) Michael

In the C, brothers Viau aged 13 and 15 have high hopes, they clashed in the finals and Mathieu
won 3 games to 1 against Benoit. Just before, Mathieu had beaten his father Maurice in the
semifinals. Maurice meanwhile completed the podium of the B by beating with difficulty another
good young player in Guillaume Pitre from Chateauguay. Finally we must not forget Simon
Décarie now aged 18, he offered a strong opposition vs the indestructible André Pigeon in 1/8
final A winning 1 game and loosing 3 by the skin of his teeth.

Winners ``C`` Group (3) Maurice (1) Mathieu (2) Benoît

In the championship section, let's mention some series. Gabriel "the pharaoh" Sade once again
had a good tournament, beating the American Vinny Cantania in 1/8 final before snatching a
match vs King Carlo in the quarter finals. He finished 8th. Martin "the rage" Douville finally
came to the end of Michel "the machine" Decarie, beating him at the limit of 5 matchss. Then
his day was stopped brutally by the phenomenon, he would finally finish 6th. The 5 th place
belonged to Eric Larochelle who beat Michael "the class" Brassard in 1/8 before losing to
Pigeon, then beat Mr.Douville for 5th place. Let us note the honorable gesture of Larochelle who
had a splendid Calgary Flames jersey raffled among the young players.

Happy winner of a new jersey

In the B, which involved the losers of the A 1/8, Vinny Cantania brought back another gold
medal, he beat a Michael Brossad who had no more gas in the tank. Vinny did not give a single
goal to his opponent in the end.
Finally among the children, there were no less than 38 young kids aged 8 to 13 divided into A-BC according to their experience. In the A, David won against Augustin 3 games to 1, Maxime
Viau finishes 3rd. In the B a girl Léa won in front of Olivier (2nd) and Alexis 3rd. As for the
beginners, it was Olivier who won in front of Christophe. Win or lose all the young kids had a lot
of fun in this friendly tournament..

Winners ``A`` Kids

Winners ``B`` Kids

Winners ``C`` Kids

A big thank you to the organizers of Ste-Sophie school who received us for a sixth tournament in
5 years. The tournament is getting better and better, and it's all over in time.
See you next year hoping for the return of lasagna and pudding chômeur 😊.
Story: Martin Douville
Translation : Carlo Bossio

Kenny Dubois Surfaces on the NTHL Circuit, Wins Monroe Classic II

Monroe, NY, October 27, 2018

The NTHL’s third leg of its 2018-19 tour was played this past Saturday in beautiful
Monroe New York. Twelve players made their way to do battle from places as far south as New
Jersey, stretching upwards as far north as Montreal. Although some top talent was not able to
make the trip, this tournament proved that it’s sometimes more about quality than quantity. King
Carlo Bossio was not in the house, but Pat “Le Phenomen” Cote was. Pat previously won the
first leg of the season in Peterborough before dropping the second leg in five games to Bossio in
Montreal last month. Those two so far this year are neck and neck at the top. Last year’s Monroe
champ Michael Brossard came back to defend his title. NYTHL champion Lou “The Legend”
Marinoff, who did a wonderful job hosting the tournament, came to play and came to win. The
biggest surprise may have been the arrival of one of the best all-around table hockey players in
the world: Kenny Dubois. His willingness to master just about every board known to man along
with the fact that he has competed at the highest levels on all of them make him a special talent.
The artistry and style that Kenny plays with make him fun to watch but extremely difficult to
play. With other top talent on hand it figured to be a hard fought and intriguing tournament. At
day's end, it exceeded expectations. Let’s review
the day.

Tournament host Lou “The Legend" Marinoff earned his nickname by dominating the Coleco
5380 circuit throughout the late 1970s to mid-1980s. After a lengthy retirement he came back to
become a consistent NTHL top-ten player, despite being currently 67 years young.
Notwithstanding his age and the lack of nearby talent to practice with, Marinoff is still able to

compete at the sport’s highest level. The best player that New York has had to offer for over a
decade once again proved that the last thing to age on a man is his heart. With twelve players on
hand each player played 11 games in a single round robin. At its end the highest seed would play
the lowest, and so on and so forth. The six winners would move on to the A bracket and the six
losers would form the B bracket. Each bracket would have its top two seeds get first round byes
with the three versus six seed and four versus five seeds squaring off in a best of five series. The
winners would move on to the semis to meet the top two seeds with each round having the
highest remaining seed play the lowest. The aforementioned Legend captured first place after
round robin play by posting a 10-0-1 record, the only blemish on his scorecard being a tie against
his son Julian. Lou and Pat Cote both had identical 9-0-1 records when, by coincidence, they met
in their very last game of round robin play. Lou emerged victorious against Pat (3-1) as he did
against Kenny Dubois (6-2). So Pat Cote and Kenny Dubois finished with identical 9-1-1
records. Their tie-break had to be decided by goal differential as the two fought to a 4-4 draw in
their round robin game. Cote with his day high of +47 snagged the second seed, with Kenny
earning third. Julian Marinoff, who is becoming quite a player in his own right, took the fourth
seed with a 7-3-1 record. Last year’s Champ Michael Brossard took fifth seed at 6-4-1, while
Vinny Catania finished a point behind Brossard at 5-4-2. Len Mecca took seventh at 4-7 while
Anthony Sciacca finished at 3-8 in eighth place. Because Sciacca beat Moussa Chermiti head to
head he earned the higher seed. Ashley Perreault may have been the biggest surprise as she
edged out Bob D’Addario for the 10 seed. Larry Durham finished last as the round robin came to
a close.
The round of 12 had very few surprises and went chalk. First seed Lou Marinoff finally did drop
a game on the day to 12 seeded Larry Durham, but defeated him three games to one. Second seed
Pat Cote crushed Bob D’Addario, sweeping him in three by a combined score of 23-6. Third
seed Kenny Dubois swept past Ashley Perreault, while fourth seed Julian Marinoff Swept past
Moussa Chermiti winning 6-1, 4-3 in OT and 5-3. Fifth seed Michael Brossard swept Anthony
Sciacca but all games were close: 2-1, 3-1 and 5-3 in favor of Brossard. Finally sixth Vinny
Catania defeated Len Mecca by scores of 5-2, 8-1 and 3-2 to sweep that series. All six winners
moved on to the Group A bracket. The rest went to the B bracket.
The quarterfinals in both brackets were set. In the A—with #1 seed Lou Marinoff and #2 seed
Pat Cote on byes—#3 seed Kenny Dubois faced off against #6 seed Vinny Catania. In a wellplayed series, Dubois took a close game one 4-3. Game two was also a one-goal affair until late,
with Dubois adding an insurance goal to take the contest by a 5-3 score. Dubois then took game
three by jumping out to a 6-1 lead then cruising to a 6-3 victory and a series sweep. Because
Dubois was a higher seed than both Julian Marinoff or Mike Brossard it ensured the matchup
everyone wanted to see against Pat Cote, with the exception that it would be one round earlier
than anticipated. One half of the semi final was set. The other would be determined during a
rematch of last year’s Monroe final, with #4 seed Julian Marinoff verses #5 seed Michael
Brossard to determine who would meet #1 seed Lou Marinoff. Julian exploded out of the gate in
game one defeating Brossard by a mercy score of 8-1. Defending Monroe champ Brossard
returned the favor, tying the series with an 8-2 victory. Recent history has shown that Julian
usually gets stronger as they day goes on, and so was the case in this series as Julian won game
three 7-3 to take a 2-1 series lead. Julian avenged last year’s loss by closing out the series with a
5-3 victory, to secure a match versus his father in the semis.

Julian Marinoff (left) defeats Michael Brossard (right) for spot in semis

Julian wasn’t the only one who had to exorcise demons. Lou Marinoff was eliminated in last
year’s semi final by his son, which ended Lou’s dream of winning the very first NTHL
tournament that he would host. Making matters worse, it was in his hometown and Julian had
never previously beaten his father in a series. But as he demonstrated in New York this past year,
and many times before, Lou once again proved that unless you drive a stake through his heart he
will always keep coming back. In another well-played series Lou was able to exact revenge by
sweeping his son in three close games by scores of 3-1, 4-3 and 2-1, securing his spot in the
final. Who he would meet would be determined by a series that everyone had wanted to see for a
long time: second seed Pat Cote versus third seed Kenny Dubois. The series started with a lot of
great goaltending and defensive play, as the two participants felt each other out and peppered
each other with shots. It took almost half a game until Kenny broke through with a goal. Seconds
later Pat tied it. Dubois retook the lead with 1:20 left and held on for a 2-1 victory. Pat opened
game two with one of his patented loose puck goals 50 seconds in. Once again goals were at a
premium, as each player set up many great opportunities only to be turned away by spectacular
defensive play. Dubois tied it then Cote jumped ahead again. Pat’s one-goal lead held up until
1:08 when Dubois tied it with a right wing off the boards in the net bank shot. A flurry in the
game’s final minute produced no goals and the game headed to overtime. It took Kenny Dubois
50 seconds to take a stranglehold on the series, when he again used a bank shot from the right
wing off the boards, but this time banging in the rebound off the initial shot with his center. Cote,

who is perfectly capable, would now need three in a row. In a must-win for Pat he responded by
quickly opening the scoring in game three. Dubois immediately came back to tie, but two goals
in three seconds by Pat put him up 3-1. The two exchanged goals, then it was Dubois stringing
together back-to-back goals, and the game was tied with 1:46 remaining. Cote scored a left wing
pico with 1:08 left to play, then kept the pressure on my possessing the puck most of the last
minute to secure the 6-5 victory and cut Kenny’s lead down to two games to one. Game four
began, but before you could even wrap your thoughts around the possibility of a Cote win to tie
the series, the affair was settled quickly. Dubois scored just two seconds in and again on his next
two shots, jumping out to a 3-0 lead on three shots. This took just seventeen seconds to
accomplish. The lead then ballooned to 5-0 after just over a minute and—as great as Pat Cote
is—this was a hole not even he would be able to dig out of. Dubois outscored him 4-3 the rest of
the way as he went on to a 9-3 game four win, thus winning the series in four and clinching his
berth in the final.
Two masters met on this Saturday afternoon met to determine this year’s Monroe championship:
one old, one new. It’s the way table hockey should be. Great competitors with drastically
different styles colliding to see which, and who, prevails. A great day was capped by a great
series. Anyone who thought Lou Marinoff would go quietly into the night, happy to have made
the finals, would soon learn that he wasn’t simply happy to be there: he was there to win. The
Legend struck three times, with his patented wing to center tip and two loose puck goals in the
series opener for a 3-0 lead. He then took a 5-2 lead into the final 1:10. Dubois struck for two
quick goals to pull to within one, but fell short by a 5-4 score. Game two opened with two
tension-filled minutes of scoreless play. Dubois opened the scoring with 3 minutes left. He
scored again a few seconds after and again a little later for a 3-0 lead. Dubois held strongly,
winning the game 5-1 and tying the series at one apiece. Marinoff jumped out to a 2-0 lead in
pivotal game three; however five consecutive goals by Dubois propelled him to a 5-3 victory and
one game from the title. With momentum clearly on the side of Dubois, most if not all thought
the series was over, pretty much everyone except for Lou Marinoff. Dubois opened the scoring
in game four but Lou tied it and took the lead with three goals. Lou had a 5-2 advantage with
1:40 left. Two quick goals by Dubois made it 5-4. Lou then took a timeout to break the
momentum and it worked, as he scored the next two goals and, with some great goaltending,
won game four 7-5 and tied the series. It all came down to game five; one game for the title.
Kenny opened the scoring just a second in with a well timed tip off the faceoff. Lou tied it 37
seconds later. Marinoff upped the stakes by scoring twice more for a 3-1 lead. Kenny struck
back, scoring on a beautiful center deke shot to draw within one. He then scored a right defense
to left wing to center goal to knot the game up. Dubois wasn’t done as he scored just seconds
later on another center spin deke to take a 4-3 lead. Kenny then started to pull away when he
scored a quick goal with a center tip off the faceoff, and then a left wing to center low tip goal
for a 6-3 lead. Unfortunately he wasn’t done as his right wing burst quickly out of the corner
with a quick pass to the center for a tip in and a 7-3 lead. Marinoff finally broke up the 6
consecutive goals with one of his own when he intercepted a pass with his left defense and shot it
into an open net to draw within 7-4. Lou would get one more, but it was too little, too late,
because only 5 seconds remained. Lou never stopped fighting, but in the end Kenny Dubois was
your new Monroe champion.

Pat Cote streamed the series live on his Facebook page, and you can watch four games here:
Game #1: https://www.facebook.com/patphenomen/videos/944201502438018/ Game #3:
https://www.facebook.com/patphenomen/videos/333564514087277/ Game #4:
https://www.facebook.com/patphenomen/videos/394328467772668/ Game #5:
https://www.facebook.com/patphenomen/videos/967519126768588/
Lou Marinoff improved on last year’s third place finish by making the finals and taking second.
Third seed Pat Cote took on fourth seed Julian Marinoff for third place in a best of three series.
Julian won game one in a 4-2 thriller. Pat then regrouped and punished Julian, defeating him by a
7-0 mercy score to tie the series. Pat then won and took third by defeating Julian 6-4. Fifth seed
Mike Brossard took on sixth seed Vinny Catania in a one game elimination for 5thplace. Catania
defeated the prior year’s champ by a 5-2 score to take 5th.

Group A winners: Pat Cote (3), Kenny Dubois (1), Lou Marinoff (2)

Group A Results: 1. Kenny Dubois 2. Lou Marinoff 3. Pat Cote 4. Julian Marinoff 5. Vinny
Catania 6. Mike Brossard
In the B playoffs, Len Mecca and Anthony Sciacca had byes. Ninth seed Moussa Chermiti swept
past Larry Durham in three games by scores of 3-1, 4-3 and 7-4. Tenth seed Ashley Perreault
continued her fine play when she took on eleventh seed Bob D’Addario by pushing him in game
one, but losing 4-3 in overtime. Bob then swept past her by winning 3-0 and 4-1 in games two
and three. The B semis were set. Seventh seed Len Mecca took on NYTHL rival eleventh seed
Bob D’Addario. Len opened the series with a 5-3 win. He then lost game two 5-4 and game three
3-2. On the brink of elimination, Len responded with a 7-0 mercy win to tie the series, then went

on to win game five by a score of 5-4, thus completing the comeback. His opponent was decided
when ninthh seed Moussa Chermiti defeated eighth seed Anthony Sciacca in four games. Moussa
won game one 3-0 then lost game two 5-1. Chermiti closed out the series with a 3-2 game three
victory and an 8-4 game four triumph. The B final featured seventh Len Mecca versus ninth seed
Moussa Chermiti. Len opened the series with a 6-5 victory. Moussa, known for his tough box
defense, then used it to perfection, winning the next three games 5-3, 4- 1 and 5-3 to take the B
title. Bob D’Addario defeated Anthony Sciacca in a best of three, 6-1 and 3-2. to take third in the
B.

Group B winners: Len Mecca (2), Moussa Chermiti (1), Bob D'Addario (3)

Group B Results (overall placement): 7. Moussa Chermiti 8. Len Mecca 9. Bob D'Addario 10.
Anthony Sciacca 11. Ashley Perreault 12. Larry Durham
Story by Vinny Catania

King Carlo Rebounds in Montreal
Competition Fast and Furious
Montreal, September 29, 2018: 16th Montreal Classic

King Carlo Bossio found redemption in his own backyard, by capturing his first NTHL title of
this 2018-2019 season. After losing to Pat Cote in the semi-finals in Peterborough, in the season
opener, and seeing Pat go on to win that event, Carlo defeated Pat in a hard-fought 5-game final
in Montreal, thus leveling their season record at one tournament victory each.
But the Bossio-Cote final was not the only playoff series to go the limit: far from it. From the
opening face-offs of the initial round-robin, the competition was fast and furious, eventually
producing one major upset, another near-upset, and a handful of series prolonged to the max.
The major upset occurred in the round of 16, where 13th seed Sylvain Briand dismissed 4th seed
Eric Larochelle in 4 stunning games (5-2,1-6, 5-3, 8-7 OT). That marked the second tournament
in a row in which Eric has fallen victim to an underdog, the first being to Julian Marinoff in last
season's finale. On this day, 12th seed Julian also figured in a huge near-upset, losing game 5 to
5th seed Angelo Follano, after winning the first 2 games and seeing the next 2 go into overtime.
Die-hard Angelo finally prevailed 2-7, 4-5 OT, 4-3 OT, 6-5 OT, 4-1. Vinny Catania, 6th seed,
also needed 5 games to eliminate a determined Denis Giguere.
The quarter finals went more smoothly for the top seeds, as Pat (1) swept Sylvain (13), Carlo (3)
swept Lou (7), and Angelo (5) swept Vinny (6). Andre (4) needed 4 games to knock off Michael
(8).

From that point on, three of the four remaining series in the "A" playoffs would go the limit.
Carlo stepped up his play to sweep Andre in one semi final. Meanwhile Angelo stuck with his
"come from behind" strategy, losing the first 2 games to Pat before storming back to win the next
2, forcing game 5. Pat won a close one, 5-3, to advance against Carlo in the finals.
The final was a high-scoring affair. With a victory, Pat would have taken a 2-0 lead in
tournament wins, but it was not to be. As we have seen so many times, Carlo came up with big
goals when he needed them, eventually outlasting Pat 4-6, 6-5, 8-7, 1-6, 6-4.
In the best of 3 series for bronze, Angelo again fell behind, then won game 2, but lost the
deciding game to Andre. The deeper you go in NTHL events, the harder it gets to come from
behind.

"A" winners: Pat Cote (2), Carlo Bossio (1), Andre Pigeon (3)

The closely contended battles continued in the elimination rounds, with 3 of the 4 sudden-death
games being decided by 1 goal. Vinny edged Lou 2-1 for 5th place, while surprising Sylvain beat
Michael 3-2 in OT to nail 7th spot.
In the "B" finals, Sergio also needed 3 games to defeat Gabriel for gold, 3-7, 6-2, 7-3. Julian won
bronze by filling the net against Chris, 8-1 and 13-6. The "C" playoffs were no less spirited, with
Maurice sweeping Patrick for gold, while Ronald took bronze by default over Benel.

"B" winners: Gabriel Saad (2), Sergio Angelillo (1), Julian Marinoff (3)

"C" winners: Ronald Goupil (3), Maurice Viau (1), Patrick Loubert (2)

Thanks again to Carlo for organizing another great event at Elio's, and thanks to all who showed
up to give their best on the board.
NTHL action resumes at the Monroe Classic II on October 27. Since Carlo will not be playing,
top spot is up for grabs. For tournament info and registration, please contact
marinoff@frontiernet.net
See you soon in Monroe, NY.
Story by Lou Marinoff

Carlo and Pat Clean House in Peterborough
Sid Kloosterman Has Career Day on Coleco

Peterborough, Ontario
September 8-9, 2018
The National Table Hockey League opened its 2018-19 season with a double-header tournament
in Peterborough: PP2 on Saturday, and Coleco on Sunday. Organized by Sid Kloosterman and
family and friends, all proceeds from both events went to the ILC Canadian Ehlers-Danlos
Syndrome Foundation.
PP2 Action
Power Play II (PP2) is the favored board in Ontario, but for the second straight year a Montrealer
took home the trophy. Last year it was Sam Anoussis; this year "King" Carlo Bossio displayed
his firepower, defeating Dennis Doherty in the PP2 final. Pat "Le Phenomen" Cote claimed

3rd.

PP2 winners, Division A:
Pat Cote (3), Carlo Bossio (1), Dennis Doherty (2)

PP2 winners, Division B:
Heather Traxler (2), Maurice Viau (1), Bailey Walsh (3)

In the PP2 B-division, Maurice Viau, another Quebecer, captured first place. Heather Traxler
took second spot ahead of the remaining guys, while Bailey Walsh won third. Bailey would
figure in next day's Coleco medals as well, in addition to playing a role in local table hockey
history.
Coleco Action
Play resumed on Sunday, shifting to the NTHL's premier board, namely Coleco. "King Carlo"
was looking to sweep both events and win an unprecedented 14th consecutive NTHL
tournament. The last tournament he had lost was in Ste Sophie in April 2016, to Sam Anoussis,
in a controversial 5th game. Since then, Carlo had played two full NTHL seasons, 2016-17 and
2017-18, winning 13 tournaments in a row, an unbelievable streak in this highly competitive
league.
Twenty players stepped up to the tables, and after a brutal opening round-robin, the top four
playoff seeds were Andre (1), Carlo (2), Pat (3), and Lou (4). En route to a strong 5th place
seeding, Sid Kloosterman achieved a career milestone: his 1,000th tournament win (round-robin
and playoff games combined). As Sid's win clock ticked upward, nobody volunteered to be his
1,000th victim, so Sid had to keep in the family, defeating his grandson Bailey Walsh for the
memorable victory.( After a recount it was revised that Sid’s win came 1 game earlier vs Gabriel
Sadd 4-1) But Sid's career day was only just beginning.
Three players were tied for 6th place—Vinny, Shawn, and John. Vinny (6) broke that tie on goal
differential (goals scored minus goals allowed). Shawn and John were still tied with equal goal
differentials, but Shawn (7) earned the higher seeding with his head-to-head win over John (8) in
the round-robin.

Sid Kloosterman Scores 1,000th career goal against grandson Bailey Walsh (This was in fact his 1001 victory)
Carlo Bossio Presents Trophy

Division A Playoffs
The top 4 seeds received byes to the quarter finals, while the next 8 seeds played off for their
quarter final spots in the A division. The bottom eight seeds fought it out in the B division
playoffs. There was one upset in the first A round, namely Gabriel (10) over Shawn (7) in a
thrilling 5-game series. So the A Division quarter-final pairings were as follows: Andre (1)
versus Gabriel (10), Carlo (2) versus John (8), Pat (3) versus Vinny (6) and Lou (4) versus Sid
(5).
Carlo and Pat both swept their series, while Gabriel took a game off Andre before going down.
Sid prevailed over Lou in game 5 of their hard-fought, see-saw series to earn a spot against
Andre in the semi-finals. Sid's "reward" was a sweep by Andre. In the other semi-final, 13
proved unlucky for Carlo as he went down to Pat in five games. Thus Pat denied the King any
chance of a 14th consecutive Coleco tourney win.
In the final series, Pat swept Andre to capture the trophy, while Don Cherry looked on with
approval. Las Vegas odds makers would have picked Carlo over Sid for bronze. But on this day,
Vegas would have lost. An inspired Sid prevailed in 3 games (7-3, 2-7, 4-2) to grab 3rd spot on
the podium, completing his 1,000-win "career day" with playoff victories over "The Legend" and
"The King." Carlo had to settle for 4th place overall (not finishing on the podium, someone had
to show him where to stand). Lou salvaged some redemption in the sudden-death elimination
round, taking 5th place with nail-biting wins over Gabriel (1-0) and Vinny (2-1).

Coleco Winners, Division A:
Sid Kloosterman (3), Pat Cote (1), Andre Pigeon (2)

Coleco Winners, Division B:
Bailey Walsh (3), Derrick Doherty (1), Dennis Doherty (2)

Division B Playoffs
The B Division was hotly contested as well. The Dohertys fought out the finals, with Derrick
defeating Dennis in five games, including two overtimes. The battle for B bronze also went the
limit, with Bailey over Justin in game three overtime.
All the younger players were impressive on the day: they stood up gamely to the adults during
the opening round robin, were very competitive amongst themselves, and displayed great
sportsmanship throughout. They are commendable champions of the future. From all indications,
table hockey is alive and well in Peterborough. Thanks to Sid and Maggie and family and friends
for organizing a great double-header.
NTHL action shifts to Montreal on September 29. Will Carlo come back with a vengeance and
start a new winning streak? Or will his defeats by Pat and Sid pry open chinks in his armor, and
encourage others to dethrone the King? Join us at the tables, and find out soon enough.
Story by Lou Marinoff, Photos b y Maggie Kloosterman

